Antennal lobes constitute the first neurophils in the insect brain involved in coding and processing of olfactory information. With their stereotyped functional and anatomical organization, they provide an accessible model with which to investigate information processing of an external stimulus in a neural network in vivo. Here, by combining functional calcium imaging with time-frequency analysis, we have been able to monitor the oscillatory components of neural activity upon olfactory stimulation. The aim of the present study is to investigate the presence of stimulus-induced oscillatory patterns in the honeybee antennal lobe, and to analyse the distribution of those patterns across the antennal lobe glomeruli.
Introduction
Insect brains provide an accessible model to investigate chemosensory reception and representation. In particular, studies of their olfactory circuits have been of paramount importance in understanding the spatio-temporal nature of odour coding (Wehr & Laurent, 1996; Joerges et al., 1997) . The honeybee olfactory circuit architecture comprises three functional and anatomical layers: the antennae, which are the sensory organs; the antennal lobes (ALs), the primary processing centres and functional equivalent of the vertebrate olfactory bulb; and the mushroom bodies (MBs) and lateral protocerebrum, higher-order sensory integration centres (Galizia, 2014) . Briefly, odorants are received at the periphery by the olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs), each expressing a single olfactory receptor (OR) and transmitting the elicited signal to the antennal lobe. Each AL receives the raw olfactory signal, processes it through a network of ≈4000 local interneurons, and relays the resulting information to ≈800 projection neurons (PNs). The antennal lobes are composed by 165 glomeruli, which are functional and anatomical units, each receiving direct input from a single ORN type. Finally, PNs convey the signal from the AL glomeruli to the MB and lateral protocerebrum, where the information is sparsely distributed across thousands of synapses, and then integrated with other sensory inputs and pre-existing information (Galizia, 2014) .
During the past 20 years, odour representation in the AL has been widely investigated by using wide-field fluorescent microscopy to probe calcium activity via bulk or intracellular staining with calcium-sensitive dyes Hourcade et al., 2009; Girardin et al., 2013) . Whereas intracellular recordings already indicated a distributed odour representation and a neuron-odorant specificity (Sun et al., 1993; Wehr & Laurent, 1996) , functional calcium imaging allowed simultaneous observation of the odour elicited activity across a whole AL cross-section. This led to a further understanding of the combinatorial nature of peripheral odour coding in the honeybee, allowing the identification of distinct odour response patterns, which are maintained across multiple stimulations and across individuals (Joerges et al., 1997; Galizia et al., 1999) . The introduction of fast laser scanning two-photon microscopy for functional calcium imaging dramatically increased the signal sampling rate from 10 Hz to up to 500 Hz (Haase et al., 2010; Paoli et al., 2016) , providing the means to apply optical tools to investigate also the dynamics of odour coding.
Here, analogous to EEG/MEG studies, we have investigated the effects of an external sensory input on a neural network in vivo, decoding calcium-imaging signals using a time-frequency (TF) analysis approach. Intracellular calcium concentration is a known indicator of neural activity and, although the duration of calcium signals and action potentials are different, the two signals are highly correlated (Galizia & Kimmerle, 2004; Moreaux & Laurent, 2007) . This makes it possible to study the oscillatory activity of a neural network by analysing calcium signal dynamics (Galán et al., 2006; Moreaux & Laurent, 2007; Grewe et al., 2010) .
In the present study, we exposed honeybees to multiple-trial odour stimuli and recorded calcium-dependent fluorescence variation in the AL. Acquired signals were analysed in both the time and frequency domains, and stimulus-induced frequency power modulations have been characterized.
Materials and methods

Staining and preparation procedure
Forager honeybees (Apis mellifera) were collected between February and June from outdoor beehives. Animal preparation for calcium imaging consists of a two-day procedure (Galizia et al., 1999) . On the first day, bees are placed in a custom-made Plexiglas mount, and the head is stabilized with soft dental wax. A small window in the head cuticle is opened.
Glands and tracheae covering the site of injection are displaced. The tip of a borosilicate glass needle covered with Fura-2-dextran (ThermoFisher Scientific) is inserted between the mushroom body calices, below the alpha lobe, and kept in place until the dye crystal dissolves ( Fig. 1 ). After the staining procedure, the head capsule is closed and sealed. Bees are then fed ad libitum with 50% sucrose/water solution and kept in a dark, moist place while the dye diffuses retrograde into the AL. On the second day, the cuticle is re-opened, glands and tracheae are removed, and the antennal lobes are exposed. Haemolymph in excess is removed, and the brain is covered in a transparent two-component silicon (Kwik-Sil, WPI).
Olfactory stimulation
Olfactory stimulation was performed with a custom-built, computer-controlled olfactometer inspired by an instrument used by Szyzska and colleagues (Szyszka et al., 2011) . The mechanical apparatus comprises 8 symmetrical channels, each loaded with two Teflon-sealed glass vials: one containing 1 mL of mineral oil-diluted odorant; one containing 1 mL of pure mineral oil. All channels receive the same airflow and converge into a nosepiece facing the honeybee. Valves switch between odour and blank channels.
Continuous air suction behind the bee clears residual odours. The array of valves is operated via tailored electronics by a PCIe-6321 multifunction board (National Instruments).
LabVIEW-based custom-made software synchronizes stimulus delivery and microscopy acquisition with a precision of <10 ms. In this study, the following odorants were employed for the olfactory stimulation experiments: 1-octanol, benzaldehyde, acetophenone, isoamyl acetate, and 1-hexanol (Sigma-Aldrich). Each odour was freshly prepared weekly and presented in a 1:500 dilution in mineral oil. During stimulation the bee was exposed for 30 trials to the same stimulus in a 5/25 s ON/OFF configuration. Of 12 analysed honeybees, 2 were exposed to four different odorants, 3 to two odorants, 7 to one odorant. In a second instance, a single honeybee was exposed to 5 different odorants for a direct comparison of odour response specificity across many odorants. The data acquired from this single experiment are discussed in detail in Figure 5 
Two-photon optical imaging
The optical setup consists of a two-photon microscope (Ultima IV, Bruker) combined with an ultra-short pulsed laser (Mai Tai Deep See HP, Spectra-Physics-Newport) tuned to 800 nm for Fura-2 excitation. Freely programmable galvanometric mirrors allow for fast and variable scanning. All images were acquired using a 20× water-immersion objective (NA 1.0, Olympus). The fluorescence was collected in epi-configuration, separated by a dichroic mirror (Chroma Technology Corporation), filtered by a 70 nm band-pass centred at 525 nm, and detected by photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu Photonics). Optimal signal-to-noise ratio was achieved with laser power of ≈10 mW without any indication of photo-bleaching, even after repeated exposure. Functional data acquisition was performed scanning along a custom 1D trajectory at 50 Hz. To avoid any bias due to anatomical and functional asymmetries (Rigosi et al., 2011 (Rigosi et al., , 2015 , all imaging experiments were conducted on the right AL.
Signal processing and statistical analysis
Data analysis was performed automatically with custom-made algorithms based on FieldTrip, a Matlab software toolbox developed for EEG and MEG data analysis (Oostenveld et al., 2011) . The time interval from 4.5 to 0.5 s pre-stimulus has been used for baseline subtraction. Calcium-response data have been normalized by the fluorescence background (-ΔF/F), and averaged across all trials, unless stated otherwise. Average response activity is calculated in the [0 , 0.8] s window after stimulus onset. Moreover, each independent trial has been analysed in the time-frequency domain by convolution with complex Morlet wavelets of the form
These wavelets have Gaussian envelops in time and frequency, but, in contrast to a classical moving Fourier transform, their frequency bandwidth σf = 1/(2πσt) is not constant, but increases linearly with the central frequency f. Thus, all wavelets contain a fixed number of cycles, in our case 2f/σf = 7. We analysed a frequency range from 1 to 20 Hz. The upper frequency limit is dictated by the physiological Ca 2+ dynamics, where signals rise quickly (<5 ms), but decay in 50 -100 ms (Helmchen et al., 1996) . Resulting power spectra have been averaged across trials and presented in dB scale (i.e. logarithmic spectral difference from baseline). When an averaged low-frequency power is considered, the mean is computed between 1.5 and 5 Hz. The stimulus-induced power attenuation is studied between 0.8 and 5 s after stimulus onset.
Odorant specificity of glomerular response maps was shown qualitatively for 3 honeybees and quantified exemplarily for a honeybee stimulated with 5 different odorants. Via exploratory data analysis a subset of N=9 glomeruli was found to be activated by at least one of the tested odorants, thus contributing to the analysed odour code. Odour specificity of glomerular responses was then assayed by two-way ANOVA with factors Glomerulus and Odour, analysing N=10 experimental trials. Simple effects between single odour codes were compared pairwise with two-tailed Student's t-tests (α = 0.05; Bonferroni corrected).
Results
The following results are based on the olfactory stimulation and functional imaging analysis of 12 honeybees. Each honeybee was exposed 30 times to the same odorant and, when possible, more than one odour was tested on the same animal. This led to a total of 21 subject/odour combinations. The multiple-stimulus protocol is a standard procedure adopted in functional imaging experiments to discriminate odour-induced calcium variations from spontaneous activity. Thus, the amplitude of the calcium signal averaged over multiple trials represents a measure of the neuronal response to an odorant cue in a selected glomerulus. This operation strongly enhances those responses, which are phase-locked with stimulus onset, but drastically attenuates the relative contribution of signal oscillations that are not phase-locked with the odour pulse (Fig. 2) . This effect is well known from the analysis of human electrophysiological data, e.g. EEG and MEG (Tallon-Baudry & Bertrand, 1999) . To access also these oscillatory components of the AL network activity, we performed a continuous wavelet transformation of the calcium-imaging data, analysing the stimulusrelated activity in the time-frequency domain.
Time-frequency analysis of calcium signals in the AL projection neurons revealed a strong odour-induced intensity modulation at low frequencies, from 1.5 to 5 Hz, consistently
across individuals and for all tested odorants. In particular, a broadband power increase was observed at stimulus onset (t=0), which is the frequency decomposition of the sharp fluorescence change in responsive glomeruli. A more interesting effect was detected after odour onset: a marked power decrease in the considered frequency range. This effect was observed in all tested animals, with variation in intensity and in duration. In some cases, the effect lasted for the whole stimulation window; in other cases, it outlasted the stimulus offset by more than 2 seconds ( Fig. 2 and 3 ).
Next, we assessed the spatial distribution of the observed stimulus-induced power decrease. In particular, we investigated whether this effect is homogeneous throughout the whole AL. Fast-scanning two-photon microscopy allows optical recording of thousands of pixels with a high sampling rate. By continuous wavelet transform, we computed the power spectrum of any region of interest within the field of view, i.e. a complete AL cross-section.
Hence, we compared the time-frequency spectra across different AL glomeruli (Fig. 4) .
Notably, such comparison was performed on signals generated in different regions of the AL, but during the same imaging experiment, thus simultaneously acquired. This analysis clearly showed that the low-frequency modulation induced by an olfactory stimulation is highly heterogeneous across AL projection neurons. In fact, some of the glomeruli showed no change in their oscillatory pattern, while others showed clear odour-induced responses in the TF domain ( Fig. 4 and 5) . Considering that glomeruli are anatomical and functional units of the AL, our prediction was that the diverse response patterns would be homogeneous within the same glomerulus. Indeed, power spectra generated from different regions of the same glomerulus are clearly comparable and display the same frequency modulations. By contrast, regions of the AL close in space but belonging to different glomeruli can show different power spectra (Fig. 4 ).
Different odorants are represented within the antennal lobe with different patterns of glomerular activation. Considering that the low-frequency activity modulation is spatially heterogeneous and glomerulus-specific, we investigated whether the elicited time-frequency profile, as well as the calcium signal amplitude, is odorant-specific. For this purpose, a honeybee was sequentially exposed to all 5 tested odorants (N=10 repetitions), and odour response maps were calculated both in time and time-frequency domains.
Mean odour response profiles across 9 glomeruli are shown ( Supplementary Figures   1 and 2) . Statistical significance of two factors, glomerulus and odorant, on the induced responses was assayed with a two-way ANOVA, revealing significant main effects of both factors and a significant interaction (Factor Glomerulus: F8,405 = 3.67, p = 4*10 -4 ; Factor
Odorant: F4,405 = 3.45, p = 9*10 -3 ; Interaction Glomerulus/Odorant: F32,405 = 6.13, p < 10 -19 ).
Effects between odour pairs were analysed by multiple t-tests (Fig. 5 ). This analysis clearly shows that the stimulus-related frequency modulation is odorant dependent. (Fig. 6 ).
Discussion
Odour representation in the insect antennal lobe has been extensively described in terms of specific activation or inhibition of its functional units (Joerges et al., 1997; Galizia et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2003; Zube et al., 2008) . However, in these studies on olfactory coding, sampling rates were limited to 4 -6 Hz, precluding analysis of the fine dynamics of odour-elicited responses Sachse & Galizia, 2002) . Hence, functional imaging analysis of olfactory coding in insects has been focused on intensity and spatial distribution of stimulus-evoked events, which are phase-locked to the stimulus onset and observable at a low sampling rate. However, such analyses ignore any information on stimulus-induced oscillatory activities that are not in phase with stimulus onset (Tallon-Baudry & Bertrand, 1999) . Analyses of oscillatory patterns of brain activity in insects have been generally conducted via single-cell or local field potential recordings (Matsumoto & Hildebrand, 1981; Christensen et al., 2003; Stopfer et al., 2003; Cassenaer & Laurent, 2007) . These methods allow precise characterization of the stimulus-related activity in individual neurons or in selected anatomical compartments, but have limited capability to monitor multiple regions at high spatial resolution. This can be partially overcome by the use of multiple-electrode arrays (Lam et al., 2000) . However, this technique offers relatively low spatial resolution, and it is not optimal for simultaneous frequency analysis at the level of a neural network. Here, by combining fast-scanning functional calcium imaging with time-frequency analysis, we implemented an optical approach that overcomes these limitations, and allows for simultaneous investigation of oscillatory activity across multiple regions of the antennal lobe at 1-µm-resolution.
Odour-induced modulation of low-frequency oscillations
In mammalian and insect brains, networks of neurons generate oscillatory waves of activity associated with both signal processing and neural connectivity (Laurent, 2002; Buzsáki et al., 2012 Buzsáki et al., , 2013 Kay, 2015) . In the present study, we have identified a frequency band between 1.5 and 5 Hz, whose intensity in the antennal lobe decreases upon olfactory stimulation. In particular, we detected a power attenuation commencing at stimulus onset and lasting the entire stimulation period. The effect is not time-locked to the stimulus onset and cannot be observed upon multiple-trial averaging of the activity time curves. In frequency space instead, temporal jitter is transformed into phase factors and the analysis of power spectra eliminates these phase factors. Hence, the induced activity is conserved also after averaging the power spectra. Notably, this effect was found in all studied individuals and for all tested odorants. In particular, we report that when stimulating an individual honeybee with multiple odorants, each stimulus triggers a different time-frequency response pattern across the analysed glomeruli. This finding clearly indicates that the detected phenomenon is not a generic response to an incoming olfactory input, but it is a specific response of the antennal lobe PNs to a particular odorant. Oscillatory activity in this frequency range has already been identified in the fruit fly brain by local field potential recordings (Paulk et al., 2013) . However, Paulk and colleagues regarded those frequencies as non-informative, because they were probably generated by the insect heart rate of about 3 Hz (Robbins et al., 1999) . Here, we have been able to show that this frequency modulation is strictly related to olfactory stimulation and is heterogeneously distributed across the AL.
Modulation of spontaneous activity of the antennal lobe projection neurons in presence of olfactory stimulation has already been reported by Galan and colleagues (Galán et al., 2006) . Investigating spontaneous activity patterns before and after odorant exposure, they observed that although the overall neural activity remains constant, the degree of correlation between apparently spontaneous activities was significantly affected following the Hebbian rule, i.e. pairs of glomeruli which were both excited or inhibited by the stimulus increased their spontaneous activity coherence. Indeed, a transient synchronization of the spontaneous activity between two glomeruli would affect their oscillatory profile, potentially inducing a partial power loss in certain frequency components. Also, this effect persists after stimulus offset and could explain an oscillatory activity modulation outlasting the stimulation window.
The oscillatory power decay observed upon stimulation indicates that a continuous ≈3 Hz oscillatory activity in the PNs population is transiently interrupted during the process of odour reception. This phenomenon may reflect resting state activity of projection neurons, a signal component generally enhanced in the absence of an explicit stimulation (Rosazza & Minati, 2011; Lange et al., 2014) . Notably, the presence of endogenous oscillatory activity in the AL, locally attenuated during stimulus processing, isat least at a superficial level -reminiscent of the alpha waves (8-12 Hz; (Buzsáki et al., 2013; Lange et al., 2014) ).
Moreover, the attenuation of this ≈3 Hz oscillatory activity may be offset by a synchronization of the neurons at different frequencies, outside the working range of the current analysis. In this regard, electrophysiological studies revealed the presence of a 20-40 Hz odour-evoked synchronization of firing in insect antennal lobes and mushroom bodies (Laurent & Naraghi, 1994; MacLeod & Laurent, 1996; Stopfer et al., 1997; Okada & Kanzaki, 2001; Ito et al., 2009; Cassenaer & Laurent, 2012; Paulk et al., 2013) . Among the others, Denker and colleagues investigated the modulation of PNs oscillatory activity during olfactory stimulation in honeybee (Denker et al., 2010) . Their study reports an increase in the ≈50 Hz oscillatory power at stimulus onset followed by an adjustment of the main oscillatory component at slightly lower frequencies. Although the reported activity lays outside of our working range, it indicates the presence of a stimulus induced modulation of the resting state activity associated with olfactory coding and associative plasticity in the honeybee AL. It will be interesting to investigate to what extent the described low frequency modulation may be affected by "cognitive" factors, going beyond the information provided by the evoked parts of the signals, a pattern that has been frequently described in humans (Siegel et al., 2012) .
Oscillatory activity is spatially structured
By means of spatially resolved TF analysis, we have investigated the consistency of low-frequency oscillatory activity across the AL. We have studied the variability of its oscillatory power intensity within each glomerulus and across glomerular borders, revealing that each glomerulus has a specific TF response profile. As a result, we identified the glomeruli as the functional units of this oscillatory activity. The heterogeneity of the spatiotemporal activity patterns across the honeybee AL projection neuron population has already been suggested by Stopfer and colleagues (Stopfer et al., 1997 (Stopfer et al., , 2003 . By means of single-PN recordings, they revealed that not all measured cells show the same activity pattern in response to a certain olfactory cue (Stopfer et al., 2003) . In addition, Okada and Kanzaki used a voltage-sensitive dye and performed optical recordings of odour-induced activity in the bumblebee AL (Okada & Kanzaki, 2001) . Their study is one of the few that combines optical imaging with the analysis of signals in the TF domain, allowing the visualization of the elicited activity simultaneously across a large portion of the AL. They observed that oscillatory signals are not homogeneously distributed across the AL, but organized in domains of the size of one or of a few glomeruli. We were now able to resolve this heterogeneity to follow the glomerular structure.
Moreover, we report that the oscillatory pattern modulation does not reflect an excitatory or inhibitory glomerular response. A low-frequency power depression can be observed upon glomerular inhibition, excitation, or even in absence of detectable sustained change in intracellular calcium concentration ( Fig. 2 and 4, Supplementary Figures 3-5 ).
Hence, glomeruli that appear as non-responsive when analysed in the temporal domain may reveal an odour-elicited response in the time-frequency domain. Furthermore, as schematically depicted in Fig. 7 , the power distribution of such oscillatory activity across the AL is different from the odour-response pattern conventionally measured as the amplitude of the fluorescence change upon stimulation. Within this frame, studying the odour-elicited glomerular activity in the time-frequency domain will provide access to previously neglected information on olfactory coding and signal processing.
Concluding remarks
In this study, high spatial and temporal resolution calcium imaging data have been subjected to time-frequency analysis allowing the observation of the signal frequency components across multiple glomeruli at once. This approach revealed the presence of a spatially structured oscillatory activity in the honeybee antennal lobe.
Such low-frequency activity pattern is modulated by an olfactory stimulation and displays a spatially heterogeneous distribution, which is both odorant-and glomerulus-specific.
Notably, this is the first characterization of such a phenomenon. Future challenges will be investigating the origin and the functional role of these oscillations. This will give us better understanding into the neural mechanisms behind the perception of an incoming stimulus in a sensory circuit. At the same time, correlation analyses of the oscillatory patterns across multiple AL glomeruli will provide better insight into the static and dynamic properties of the network's architecture. 
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